
 
Degrees of Invisibility 

Changing the way the world looks at audio.









Match the aesthetic 
Suit every aesthetic, by selecting speakers that are 
the same shape, size, and installation profile.

Pairing speakers with lighting is the best way
to create visual consistency in the space.

Creating consistency and balance



With only two speakers in a room you have 
uneven volume levels ... too loud under the 
speakers and too quiet away from them.

Uneven sound levels will compromise the atmosphere in your 
room resulting in "hot spots"

Even coverage
Just as you have several lights 
across your ceiling to achieve 
consistent light levels, the same 
principle applies to your speakers.

The traditional approach

Not loud enough

Too loud



Even coverage
Just as you have several lights 
across your ceiling to achieve 
consistent light levels, the same 
principal applies to your speakers.

 
By using several smaller satellite 
speakers and hidden subwoofers 
you will not only enjoy perfectly even 
sound coverage throughout the 
room, it will also be less  
visually noticeable. 

Everyone enjoys the perfect audio level, no matter where they are in the room. 
The combination of dedicated subwoofers with a small opening consistent 

with the satellite speakers ensure rich sound throughout the space.

A case for systems



Throughout any home you will find a 
combination of large open areas and 
smaller enclosed areas. To achieve the 
desired audio performance in each room, a 
mix of speaker systems and speaker pairs 
complement each other creating an ideal 
solution throughout the home.

The end result

DSP amplifiers complete every system by 
offering digital signal processing to optimize 
the performance of Sonance Systems and 
Speakers and to help correct for a room's 
shape, size, and furnishings. This ensures 
audiophile clarity in every room.

Sound good in any room
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